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Graduation Exercises
Coming June 13;
Baxter Stadium

Summer Session
Credits Good
For G. P. A. Average

Vol. XXXII

Summer Session Claims
Three Visiting Profs
Summer Tours and Tahoe Conclave
Feature Five Week Term
Pacific's annual Summer Session will be held on the local campus
for the period from June 22 to July 26.
1 he shortened term of five
weeks was first popularized a few years
back undei the supervision of Dean G. A. Werner. Attendance at the
Summer Session and on its many tours has steadily increased during the
twelve years of its establishment in+
•
Stockton.
Immediately after the regular ses
sion, several tours through the
United States will he conducted un
der Summer Session auspices, led by
Dr. Jacoby, Professor Jonte, and
others. Several varied features are
being presented this year, while thf
vever popular tour to Mexico is again
to be cmuttiffed by Dr. Werner.
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Another distinctive part .of the sum
mer work is the post-summer session
of the College of the Pacific. It will
be held at Zephyr Point, Lake Tahoe,
between August 8 and 27. Dr. Tully
C. Knoles, Dr. A. T. Bawden, Profes
sor George Eby, and Professor
George C. Jensen are serving on the
faculty of this session.
Three visiting professors will serve
on the Summer Session faculty.
George C. Jensen will serve on the
education faculty, Peter W. Knoles
011 the Mexican tour, and Charlotte
Spalteholz in the Graphic Arts seclion.

NEW PROFS
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Professor Jensen, Principal of
Sacramento Senior high school, has
served on the summer faculty for
the past several years. Professor
Knoles needs no other introduction
than to say that he is the son of Dr.
Tully C. Knoles. Professor Spalte
holz has served on the Stockton
Junior College faculty last year, but
is new to most students of the senior
college.
Courses to be offered in the Sum
mer Session Jliis year cover practi
cally all divisions of instruction nor
mally " included in the regular ses
sions of the College of the Pacific.
Instruction is offered in the depart
ments of education, physical educa
tion, art, music, speech and summer
theatre, language and literature, nat
ural science, and social science. The
Summer Conservatory will offer in
struction in applied music.

REGULAR STAFF
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In addition to the professors who
are visiting the Pacific campus this
summer, a large percentage of the
regular staff of the College of the
Pacific will remain for the Summer
Session. Some will offer advanced
courses in their departments not
given during the fall or spring se
mesters of the reguular session.
Six units of credit is the max
imum allowed for the five
weeks
term. One-half unit more can, of
course, he taken in physical educa
tion, though this is not required.
The length of the class session has
necessarily been extended to fulfill
the time requirements during the five
weeks term. Registration will take
place Tuesday, June 21st, from 1 :00
to 5 :00 p. m. Classes start the next
dav at 7:0f) a. m.

Junior-Senior Prom
On Schedule
Tomorrow Night

I'tif*

Featuring Bob McCormick's music,
the annual Junior-Senior Prom will
be held tomorrow night, Saturday,
June 4, in the White Room of the
Hotel Stockton. The Prom is a for
mal dinner dance, starting at 8
o'clock.
Dance programs are $2.50 a couple
for juniors, which includes next
year's Prom, and $2,110 a couple for
seniors who did not pay for the affair
last year.
Bids can be bought from Lora Lou
Childs at Epsilon Lambda Sigma or
from Ed Koehler at Omega Phi. All
bids should be bought before Satur
day noon as it will be necessary to
have the names of all those attend
ing in Order to complete seating ar
rangements.
Tables are to be decorated with
flower center pidces while place cards
and dance programs are following
out a "top hat" theme.
"Guests are asked to come early,"
stated Ed Koehler, chairman for the
dance. "We are planning a novelty
in entertainment and in order to
enjoy it thoroughly everyone should
come as early as possible."
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Four or five couples will be placed
at each table. Those who would like
to sit with any particular party are
requested to designate their prefer
ences.
Assisting Ed Koehler on the com
mittee are Lora Lou Childs, Pat
Dunlap, Hertha Rausch, and Bill
Shepard.
Patrons and patronesses are Mr.
and Mrs. A. Farey, Miss Opal Berg,
and Mr. Boh Fenix.

J: C. Graduation
Exercises
Set June 10
San Jose Dean DeVoss
To Give Address

Approximtely 150 Stockton Junior
College students will receive their
Associate of Arts, degrees, to be
conferred this year at the second an
nual graduation exercises on Friday,
June 10 at 7 p. m., in the Open Air
Theatre.
Main speaker will be Dr. James
C. DeVoss, Dean of San Jose State
college, whose subject is not yet
known. Arthur Irish, president of
the class will present his class to
Dwayne Orton, president of Stock
ton J. C., who will in turn confer
degrees upon the graduates. Presen
tation of diplomas w.ill be made by a
'member of the Board of Education,
who as yet is unannounced.
Music for the program will be
given by the band and a trio con
sisting of Barbara Harrison, Robert
Harrison, and Douglas Taylor. The
band will play the overture "Mignon"
by Thomas, "Wedding of the Winds"
by Hall, and the processional, "March
from Tannhauser" by Wagner. The
trio will sing a selection from
"Faust".

S. C. A. Officers
Installed For
Next Year
The advisory board of the Student
Christian Association met Thurs
day evening at 7 :30 in the "Y" rooms
for a business meeting, with Dean
James Corson acting as chairman.
The budget for '38-'39 was dis
cussed, and reports on progress of
plans for the S. C., A. cabin and
011 the Strawberry Breakfast were
given.
It was learned that $45.25
was cleared from this project. Special
thanks were extended to those who
were responsible for its success—
Mrs. Charles Gulick, Mrs. R. A.
Brady, Miss Lorraine Knoles, Bettic
Rae Stone, student chairman, and
Helen
McManus,
distributor
of
tickets.
New members of the advisory
board are Miss Katherine Kemp,
Dean Opal Berg, Miss Eleanor McCann, Mrs. Irving Goleman, Mr. A1
Waldo, Mr. J. R. Gwynn, Dr. Paul
Shumaker. Past members remaining
011 the board are Miss Knoles, Mrs.
Brady, Mrs. Fred Ellis Mrs. Bert
Swenson, Miss Ellen Deering, Coach
A. A. Stagg, honorary, and Presi
dent Tully Knoles and Dwayne Or
ton ex-officio members.

Manor Hall To Be
For Women
Announcement was made yester
day by Mr. O. H. Ritter that Manor
Hall will be' available to women
only next fall. There will be no
men in the hall next semester.
Formerly the Cook residence, the
house standing at 176 Stadium Drive
will be used by the school next fall,
probably for men who formerly
stayed in Manor. More definite ar
rangements will be made later this
summer.
All those who are interested in
finding residence for the coming fall
semester shoirld see the Comptroller's
Office this spring.

A.W.S. Scholarships
Announced
Scholarships, both outright and
loan, are available for any women
students of the senior and junior col
leges. Those in need of assistance
should
make
their
applications
through the office of the dean of
women. Associated Women Students
is again offering scholarships for
which there are no specific eligibility
rules. Further information can be
had in the dean's office.

NARANJADO
PAYMENTS
Fred Boyes, business manager
of the Naranjado, announced this
week that there would be a slight
charge for the yearbook, which
will be issued next week. This
lias been necessitated by the
shrinkage in student body funds
which left the Naranjado with
a decreased appropriation.
Students who have been mem
bers of the P. S. A. for two or
more semesters may receive the
book for fifty cents if they make
the payment before noon, Satur
day, June 4th. After that date the
charge to these students will be
seventy-five cents.
Members of the student body
who have been here only'one se
mester will be assessed $1.50, while
all others will pay $4.00, which has
been the general price of the Nar
anjado in past years.
"All students are urged to make
their payments as soon as pos
sible" states Manager Boyes, "and
we feel that the quality of the
book is worth many times more
the slight charge that is being
made."

C.O.P.MexicanTour
To Leave Stockton
On July 29
"Cedillo isn't that powerful," said
Dr. G. A. Werner, director of the
annual Pacific tour of Mexico, when
asked if it would be dropped this
year.
"The revolution which is taking
up space in our press today will
probably be gone tomorrow," he
said. "Cedillo can't get enough as
sistance from abroad, and, besides,
Cardenas is too strong."
With this statement the rumor that
Pacific's third annual tour of our
neighbor to the South would have to
be relinquished died a natural death.
A large number of persons interested
in beautiful Mexico, cultural Mexico,
or in the social experiment taking
place under President Cardenas, will
make the trip south of the Rio
Grande.

FOUR CREDITS
The twenty-four day trip will cost
about $280. A maximum of four
credits can be obtained on the tour,
courses offered being in Mexican
Civilization, Appreciation of Mexi
can Art, and a Seminar in Educa
tion. Professor De Marcus Brown
and Dr. J. W. Harris will teach the
latter courses, with Dr. Werner and
Professor Knoles collaborating in
the first.
The party will leave Stockton on
July 29, shortly after the close of the
regular Summer Session. Among the
interesting points to be visited are
Mexico City, Guadalajara, Cuernavace, the Pyramid of Cholula, the
Pyramids of the Sun and the Moon
at San Juan Teotihuacan, and other
points of social, archeological, or
general renown.

International Clutr
Plans Dinner
An evening's entertainment in true
Japanese style is the promise held
for membefs of the International
Affairs Club and their guests next
Sunday, June 12, when the organ
ization holds its first
extra-campus
party.
A Sukiyaki dinner at Stockton's
largest Japanese eatery, followed by
a Japanese motion picture at a local
theatre, will climax the club's first
semester of activity. Plans for the
program have been arranged by a
committee
consisting of
Walter
Wright, chairman; Bob Takahashi
and Beverly Wright.
"The affair is open to all students
and faculty members," stated Bill
Becker, president of the organization,
"although it might be necessary
to limit the party to twenty-five. First
come, gets it."
The cost of the entire evening, din
ner and movie, is seventy-five cents.
Those desiring to go may make res
ervations with any member of the
above committee or with any mem
ber of the club.

S. C. A. Building
Retreat Cabin

Knoles To Give Stockton J. C.
Graduation Names Four
Addresses
New Profs
Visalia, Del Monte,

California, Cornell,

Manteca On Sked

Hastings Grads

In his capacity as president of the
Four new professors have been
College of Pacific and a noted edu appointed to positions on the Stock
cator in California, Dr. Tully C. ton Junior College faculty according
Knoles is in great demand through to press releases by President Orton.
out the state as a commencement
John Gordon Spaulding has been
speaker.
made Assistant Professor of Eng
Thursday night, Dr. Knoles ad lish. Mr. Spaulding received his M.
dressed the graduating class at Vi- A. at the University .of California.
salia Junior Colle.e
His Ph. D. work is nearly completed
Moore High School graduates and should be awarded in December
heard Dr. Knoles deliver his address of this year. He has been teaching
last night at their June commence at Berkeley.
ment.
Edward S. Betz, for the past two
Calling for fast trips, his schedules years an instructor in the speech de
includes a stop tonight at Del Monte, partment at Hastings College, Hast
where lie will be the principal speak ings, Nebraska, will fill a similar po
er at the State Association of Dis sition in the Stockton School.
Betz
trict Attorneys meeting. Dr. Knoles has had post graduate work at North
will speak on the "Future of Demo western University.
cracy."
John R. Arnold will fill a position
San Mateo Junior College will hear as instructor in General Zoology and
Dr. Knoles Thursday morning, and Physiology. Anold received his M.
that afternoon he will speak before A. from the University of California
the graduating class of Reedley Jun at Berkeley and has nearly completed
ior College.
his work for Ph. D. degree at Cornell
Next stop on the President's list University.
will be Manteca High School, where
Egbert R. Nichols, who received
he will speak on Friday, June 10.
his M. A. degree from Cornell Uni
Climaxing his strenuous week will versity in 1937, will act as instructor
he the traditional baccalaureate ser in speech and debate coach. He has
mon to be delivered Sunday, June 12, been Instructor in EnglisTi at the
at 3:30 p. m, in the College of the University of Wyoming this past
Pacific auditorium.
year.

WOMEN TOPS
IN G. P. A.
The gals have it on the fel
las, gents. It's a sad, sad story,
but all too true. Take a look
at the figures.
The figures
in this ca^e are
the grade point averages of
Stockton Junior College stu
dents for the fall semester,
1937-38, released this week by
Bob Wright, Jaysee registrar,
and they show conclusively that
the female of the species rates
above the male element in
scholarship. The average G.
P. A. of all women in Junior
College was 1.25 as contrasted
to the men's paltry 1.05 mark.
Of all the living groups, the
Women's Cooperative boasted
the highest G. P. A., 1.73.
Archania pledges, 1.66, and
Epsilon Lambda Sigma, 1.57
were runners-up in the scho
lastic battle of the houses. The
average G. P. A. for the whole '
J. C. student body was 1.14,
which figure
was bolstered
considerably by one Prof., who
gave out grades averaging 1.94.

Jacoby To Conduct
American City
Trip In June
Sponsored by the College of the
Pacific and arranged by the Charles
Travel Service of Stockton, an
American city tour has been announc
ed by Dr. Harold S. Jacoby, assistant
professor of 'Sociology, who will be
in charge of the trip.
Five phases of city life will be
studied by the group: Government,
relief, housing, recreation, and so
cial work. Several of these topics
will be studied from both the federal
and local viewpoint.

Three Plays

Pacific Special
Announced By
Bob Burns

Three plays on three stages is the
ambitious schedule that the College
of Pacific Summer Theatre, under
the direction of De Marcus Brown,
has set for itself during its fifth
annual Summer Theatre which runs
from June 22 to July 26.
The auditorium theatre will be the
scene of, a nejvjplay produced for. its
first California showing. J. B. Priest
ley's "Time and The Conways" is
being considered as a possible pro
duction Tor this show.
The outdoor theatre will feature
Shakespeare's
funniest
comedy,
"Taming of the Shrew," with Gor
don Knoles '28, featured in one of
the leading roles.
The Studio Theatre will be used
for staging a play under the direc
tion of Nelda Ormiston.
Fully accredited courses of in
struction include problems of direc
tion and acting, as well as make-up,
costume design, stagecraft and radio
drama.
With twelve major productions al
ready presented, including plays of
such rank as "Street Scene," "Lost
Horizon," and "Girls in Uniform,"
Pacific Summer Theatre is establish
ed as the most active summer pro
ducing unit in California collegiate
drama circles.
A season ticket for the three plays
may be purchased for one dollar.

Pacific's Chicago bound Tigers
In connection with these phases,
need around seventy traveling com
a detailed tour has been planned,
panions if they are to have the bene
including visits to the Crime Detec
fits of k' special train.
tion laboratory of
Northwestern
Bob Burns, Alumni Secretary, an University School of Law; the Chi
nounced that 100 people including the cago Merchandise Mart which is a
team,Fare needed to sign up for the wholesale center for every type of
Chicago trek before a special can be merchandise; a visit to freight traf
ch&ijfered, Jf the special is .possible,, fic- centers .of -Chicago, featuring a
the team will have two stop overs for system of tunnels designed tQ^aid
practice sessions.
in the handling of the country's larg
The special, which will be Santa est freight traffic; and a trip to the
Fe, Will be given full "Scout" equip United Charities in Chicago.
ment,'* with rates being given on
In New York the group will visit
berths^.round trip tickets, and meals.
the Department of Correction, the
Round trip rates are as follows:
penitentiary, and the detention home
$65 for coach; $74 for intermediate
for women.
class; $13 for tourist upper berth;
The tour will probably last five
$18 for tourist lower berth.
Meals will be given in the dining weeks. It is open to anyone inter
car at 25c, 30c, and 35c respectively ested in the problems of modern ur
ban populations.
for breakfast ,lunch, and dinner.
Cities to be visited include Chicago,
As a part of its subscription drive,
the Stockton Record has furthered Philadelphia, Washington and New
the Tiger cause by offering a free York. Apart from the sociological
trip to anyone who can bring in 21 work to be done on the tour, the
full-year subscriptions.
Subscrip group will visit spots of general in
tions for part of a year will be given terest, including a National Broad
casting Company broadcast, Arling
credit on a proportionate basis.
The trip is a project of the Alumni ton Cemetery, Mt. Vernon, the Cap
Association, under the direction of itol, Radio City, and a metropolitan
Bob Burns. Burns urges all those telephone exchange.
who are planning to make the trip to
Anyone who is interested in the
get in touch with him at the earliest tour should see Dr. Jacoby as soon
possible moment, in order that plans as possible, as membership in the
can be completed for the train.
four is limited.

Summer Theatre
To Produce

My I How Final I
Are finals

really final?

J11 this well-ordered (?) world of ours there' is a reason for everything, or should be. (Don't ask me why
you left a whole semester's work until this week). Anyhow, dispute me if you will, I maintain that there is a
reason, somewhere, for everything. Grass is green because, well . . . there's a reason. But-that's beside the
point. To follow up my argument, (what was it, now?) Oh, yes—finals are called finals for a definite reason.
Is it because they comprise the final episode to a term's hard work? Or is it because they are definitely the
final crack at a grade that won't be frowned upon by the powers that be—the parents? (Nuisance, but necessary).
I maintain that it is the latter. Otherwise they might easily have been called conclusions or summaries, or
anything else. No—the note of finality
is definitely dominate.
For those who haven't studied (present company excepted, naturally), finals
may mean all that the name
implies, even to so drastic a degree as the end of a perfectly good college career. But, after all, what is college?
(This absorbing subject will be dealt with at a later date).
Then there is another angle. Perhaps finals were so named with reference to the student attitude. Namely,
that at the conclusion of the exam, all thoughts of the subject are forever after conspicuous by their absence in
the student mind.
The faculty reaction might here be tossed in, not that it matters particularly, though. Perhaps these crea
tures of the sunny dispositions decided on the term "finals" because it meant to them a final gloating look at the
once slumbering classroom faces, now painfully alert, with eyes glued on neighboring blue book. Let's just dis
regard the faculty attitude—we'll soon know, only too well, the full scope and treachery of that faculty mind.
However, finals need not be final, in any sense of the word. Strive toward greater heights and you will
reach the point where you can scoff at finals, secure in the knowledge that you have them on ice. (Moral thrown
at no extra cost).
Which brings my little message of joy to a conclusion—finally!

Class Ordinarily Meets

Has Examinations

Class Ordinarily Meets

Has Examinations

Daily, M. W., W. F. or
"
.
M. W. F. 8:00
.Monday
10:00
T. Th.
9:50
.Wednesday
2:00
M. W. F. 8:55
,
! .Tuesday
10:00
T. Th.
11:40
Friday
2:00
M. W. F. 9:50
.Wednesday .10:00
.T. Th.
1:15....
Monday
8:00
M W. F. 10:45
.Thursday
10:00
T. Th.
2:10
.Tuesday
2:00
M. W. F. 11:40
Friday
10:00
T. Th.
3:05
.Wednesday
8:00
M. W. F. 1:15
.Thursday
2:00
M. W. F. 2:10
.Tuesday
8:00
World Today
Wednesday 4:10—6:10
M. W. F. 3:05
Thursday
8 :00
Jaurnalism
Monday 8:00
T Th.
8:00
Monday
2:00
Principles of Investment
Monday 8:00
T. Th.
8:55
.Friday
8:00
Appreciation of the Theatre .... Tuesday 4:10—6:10
If any one hour course that presents conflict in examination schedule, examination hours may be arranged
between class and instructor.
If examination is given in laboratory work the examination hour corresponding to any regular laboratory
hours may be chosen, .or it may be given in the last regular laboratory period.
Courses given at 4:10 or 7:15 P. M. will have the final examination at the regular hour during examination

A spot overlooking Hogan Dam
in Calaveras county will be the site
for a new cabin for the Student
Christian Association. Plans are un
der way to begin work on the cabin
as soon as the semester closes.
This cabin will be used for meet
ings and discussions of student prob
lems. Financing of the cabin will be
done exclusive of the regular budget.
Work on the cabin will be done en
tirely by student labor, and mem
bers of tlfe advisory board are aid
week.
ing in many ways.

Bishop Oxnam To Speak
At C. 0. P. Graduation
•

Hundred May Receive Diplomas June 13;
Baccalaureate Set For June 12
Reaching the end of that long undergraduate trail, one huiidred mem
bers of the Class of 1938 wilf participate in the Eighty-first Baccalaureate
and Commencement Service of the College of the Pacific, June 12, 13,
culminating in receipt of the hard-earned sheepskin on Monday evening.
From Monday, June 6, when the traditional Senior Sing commences
' 'at 7 P. M., until Monday, June 13,
when a reception by President and
Mrs. Knoles will wind up graduation
activities, next week, will be the cli
matic week in the collegiate careers
of the departing seniors.

Little Theatre
Last Show
Ivory Door"

BISHOP OXNAM SPEAKS

Highlight of the final eight days
of festivities will be the Commence
ment address , delivered Monday,
June 13, at 7:00 p. in. by Bishop G.
Bromley Oxnam, LI. D. resident
bishop of the Omaha area. Bishop
Oxnam's subject will be "Culture and
the Preservation of Democracy."
Hobson Has Lead
Although the College of the Pacific
was founded in 1851, the first Com
In Milne Play
mencement exercises were not held
For the last production on its until 1858. Therefore, the 1938 grad
fourteenth season, Pacific Little uation is the eighty-first Commence
Theatre will present A. A. Milne's ment of the College.
fantasy, "The Ivory Door", on the PROGRAM LISTED
The complete program for Com
outdoor stage June 11. Playing for
one night only, the event will add mencement Week follows;
Monday, June 6—7:00 p. m.—Sen
to the celebration of the eighty-first
ior Sing.
commencement activity.
Thursday, June 9—9:00 p. m.—
"Dover Road" and "The Roman
Senior Ball.
tic Age", other works of the same
Friday, June 10—8:30 p. m.—Com
author, have already been presented.
mencement concert, Conservatory of
However, neither carried as much
Music. This will be followed by a
"theatre" packed into them. The
reception for the Conservatory grad
mystery theme adds intriguing sus
uating class by Delta Chapter of Pi
pense to the characteristic whimsey
Kappa Lambda at Anderson Hall.
and subtle satire of Milne.
Saturday, June 11—12 noonA partial list from the cast' of Alumni Luncheon in Anderson Hall.
thirty players offers Henry Hobson
8:00 p. m.—"The Ivory Door,"
as Prince Peri vale, Shay Barnett as Pacific Outdoor Theatre.
Princess Lillia, Howard Thuston as
Sunday, June 12—3 :00 p. m.—
Chancellor, Leslie Knoles as Brand, Baccalaureate Sermon by President
Marion Akers as the Captain, Gene Tully C. Knoles, in the College Audi
Minson as the Mummer,'Elton Mar- torium.
ton as Titus, Howard Banning as
Monday, June 13—10:00 a. m.—
Beppo, Toni Rifeberg as Jessica, and Meeting of the Board of Trustees.
Jack Fitting as Anton.
7:00 p. m.—Commencement Exer
Reserved seat sale starts Monday, cises with Bishop Oxnam giving the
June 6. Season tickets will be hon principal address, held in Baxter
ored.
Stadium.
9:00 p. m.—Reception given by
President and Mrs. Knoles honoring
Bishop and Mrs. Oxnam, graduates
and friends, alumni, faculty, friends
of the College at Anderson Hall.

Stockton j. C.

To Inaugurate
Home Courses
Stockton Junior College will inau
gurate a complete new department
of Household Science and Art with
the opening of the first semester next
September. Complete course in three
major areas will be offered. The
areas of food and nutrition, house
hold management and equipment,
clothing and household decoration.
The specialized courses in this divi
sion are: Foods, clothing, home man
agement, nutrition, household art and
decoration, costume design, decora
tive textiles, family relations; and
problems of host, hostess and guest.
The primary purpose of the work
is to satisfy the actual consumer
needs, and the courses will be taught
first of all from the viewpoint of the
practical needs of the homemaker.
Although the basic courses will be
applicable to those students who have
an interest in preparing for the teach
ing of homemaking work, the basic
courses will be largely with the direct
home management activity in mind.
This work will be under the direc
tion of Miss Grace Cornog and Miss
Adina Wiens. Miss Cornog is at pres
ent instructor in clothing and textiles
at Russell Sage College, Troy, New
York. She received her B. A. from
the University of Iowa in 1934 and
her M. S. from the University of
Chicago in 1936.
Miss Wiens is
from the University of Califoi'nia,
where she received her A. B. in 1936
and her M. A. in 1938.

ART ON DISPLAY
In conjunction with Commence
ment, the Art Department is staging
its annual exhibition in Weber Me
morial Science Hall. Original work
of art students at the College of the
Pacific will be on display Friday,
June 10, 1 :00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.;
Saturday, June 11, from 9:00 a. m.
to 5:00 p. m., excepting during the
noon hour; Sunday, June 12, after
the Baccalaureate Service; and Mon
day, June 13, from 9:00 a. m. to 4:00
p. m., excepting during the noon
hour.

OLD GRADS BACK
Another outstanding feature of the
week will - be Alumni Day, Saturday,
June 12, when the annual Alumni
Luncheon will be held in Anderson
Hall. Reservations for this event
may be made with Robert Burns,
Alumni secretary, not later than Fri
day evening, June 10. The cost of
the affair is sixty-five cents per plate.

Ex. Committee
Names Atkinson
Rally Head

Ernie Atkinson was approved as
Rally Committee chairman by next
year's Executive Committee at its
first meeting held Tuesday afternoon
in Anderson Hall. Atkinson's ap
pointment creates for the first time in
school history a combined office of
both cheer leader and rally chair
man.
Atkinson has not yet appointed the
rest of his committee.
A Student Affairs Committee,
which elects its" own chairman, was
named at the same meeting. Irvin
Grubbs, Karl Hanson, Bill Biddick,
Norman Lamb, Lora Lou Childs, Ray
Hungerford, Jean Westrum, June
Lane, and Mary Galton are those ap
Tomorrow thirty Electrical En pointed by the governing body.
gineering and Radio Technology BIG BROTHERS
students will journey to the Pacific
Following an innovation begun
Gas & Electric power plant on the this year with newly-elected student
Stanislaus river. The object of the body president, Erwin Farley, as its'
trip is to acquaint the students with father, a Big-Brother program has
practical engineering in the raw.
been planned out with a committee
Following their inspection of the to be headed by Trevor Griffiths.
powerhouse, the "tourists' will climb Assisting Griffiths will be Bob Kientz,
Elton Cencirulo, and Bill Becker. It
into a tram car, 100 feet high and
will be the first time such a program
proceed seven miles down the main has had recognized support of the
flume to the mouth of the P. G. & part of the Executive Committee.
E.'s newest project, a flume straight
In an attempt to stave off any re

Engineers Take
Trip To Flume

into the side of a nearby mountain. currence of the present financial dif

This construction will furnish a prac ficulties, a financial organization to be

known as the Budget Committee has

tical observation for the undergrad
been named to keep check on student
uate engineers.
body finances throughout the year
Mr. Welch of the Science Depart
Frances Finney will head the com
ment will lead the party. Mr. Jen mittee as student body treasurer. His
kins, chief engineer of P .G. & E. committee will consist of Pat Dunis the guide and instructor.

lap, Art Irish, Junan Bronzich, Erwin
Farley and Mr. Ritter.
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"IN THIS, OUR HOUR OF NEED
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—BASTIAN

WHEN YOU

Keeping
Posted

need an explanation to straighten out any incorrect impressions
student body members may have. Although a part of the story
has been told, not all the circumstances or facts are known, except
to the few who have been on the "inside."
It's true that advertising has been low this year. It's been
enough to put the Weekly in debt perhaps 100 dollars over its reg
ular appropriation. Rut it has not been so low that the five issues
it has been necessary to drop were dropped because of that de
ficiency.

Read...
By GLADYS HUGHES

has

W
,-ns

With BILL BECKER
As Postman
JUST BEFORE THE BATTLE
MOTHER:

In other words, the Weekly was fairly well within the budget
appropriated to it by the student body. Had the paper been al
lowed to continue on its way, the year would have been completed
with only one issue dropped from publication.

Term papers to the right of them,
book reports to the left of them
(what there is left of. them), into
the deaded vale of finals
rides the
more-than-six-hundred, and I do
mean YOU. (Oh, you-know?)

It was uncollected bills owed to the Weekly which caused the
business office to stop publication so suddenly. It is probably
common knowledge to the student body that all finances of the
student body are handled through the Comptroller's office; the
Weekly is no exception.

Keeping posted these days is just
a matter of last-minute thumbing,
reviewing, cramming. As the zero
hour approaches, most of us al
ready feel like zeros. Therefore
your wilted postman is not going to
attempt any lengthy reviews of per
iodical
literature, current music,
drama or music. This is one of those
mid-summer columns, badly frayed
around the edges. Let the fluff fall
where it may, and good luck to us in
this, our hour of greatest need.

To give the exact circumstances-—the Weekly is operated by a
student body appropriation and whatever money it can raise
through the medium of advertising in the paper. It is not sup
posed to run in debt at any time, as its account is a running ac
count kept from year to year. Whatever debts are incurred are
passed on to the next year; whatever profits there may be are
handled similarly. The tragedy has been that there have never
been any profits.

By JERRY- LEE

CINAMIKE
Last night, while listening to one of
the better broadcasts, there came
through the speaker a score of bo-dodo-o and razz-ma-tazz type of swing
music. Thundering nut of this jum
ble of notes one could hear, if he
istened carefully, the familiar notes
of "Drink to Me Only With Thine
Eyes." If. this represents what the
American people of today want to
hear, then there should be more than
just a radio program of musical
knowledge, but an institution to edu
cate (ALL) persons to the appre
ciation of old familiar songs such
as "Annie Laurie," "Last Rose of
Summer," "Loves Old Sweet Song,"
and "Songs My Mother Taught M-e."
Such songs as these should not be
left to such butchering. I f we are
keep with us the 'fnemory and
beauty of these semi-classic tunes.
Nuff said.

Since last publication we have read
a book or two. We have managed to
try a little of everything, including
lots of Simon Templar, the Saint.
However, we think we have some
thing new to recommend to you in the
line of murder mysteries. The book
is Anthony Berkeley's Thial and
Error.
Little Mr. Todhunter, the hero, de
cides to commit a murder in the in
terests of humanity, and having done
the dastardly deed he finds himself
the perpetrator of the perfect crime.
Someone else is tried and convicted
of Mr. Todhunter's own private mur
der, and no one will believe his story
of the crime Fecause he left no clueMr. Todhunter now finds himself in
the amazing situation of having to do
defective work in order to prove him
self guilty of murder and save an
innocent man. This is not only a
grand story, but includes a stout bit
of satire on the ins and outs of law
courts and lawyers.

LAMENT: In times like these,
there is no opportunity to dip into any
magazine except the picture mags
With vacation coming on and half
while waiting for your favorite bar
If the Weekly ran in debt for any year, it should have been
the faculty migrating to Mexico in
ber (Hiya, King!) to finish scalping
forced to quit publication for whatever number of issues it may
spite of revolutions, this seems the
the guy that beat you to the chair.
place to mention Bowman and Dick
Indeed, these are "dog days" when
have been necessary to do so, in order to use the student body ap
inson's Mexican Odyssey, prononuccomes to keeping abreast of the
propriation for the debts it had incurred throughout the year.
ed by Jose Mojica, the famous Mex
external world. Ah, well, there's a
ican tenor, the best book on the
summer a-comin'—if we survive the
Such a practice, very evidently, had not been in force in the
LOOK OUT FOR:
ordeal. Shelly's old ode ought to be
country ever published. Unlike most
past years.
revised: "If the fall comes early
A new series of Pulitzer plays rep travel books, this one is not-con
in June, can the summer be far be esenting the outstanding works in cerned with publicizing the outstand
The Weekly for the past two and one half years had not been
hind?"
contemporary American dramatic lit ing attractions of the more wellmaking full collections from their advertisers for the ads which
erature
was inaugurated yesterday known points of Mexico. Bowman
So, aside from textbooks and ref
had been running in the school paper. These uncollected bills
erences galore, your commentator has over the National Broadcasting com and Dickinson's and Daisy the child
been a left-at-the-postman of late. pany. The play yesterday presented of the boom days, bump happily down
amounted to $427, and had accumulated from as far back as 1935.
How's wit'eher, Mrs. McGillicud- was "Craig's Wife" and was truly the back roads ein search of adven
dy ?
one of the finest pieces of acting, di ture—and find it.
The Weekly had spent this money, uncollected though it was,
recting and well planned programs
If biography interests you, try
WITH THE SANCTION OF THE BUSINESS OFFICE. Not
BALM to any feverished soul is that has been released in some time.
Daniele Vare's The Last Empress.
until this spring did the Comptroller's office decide to collect from
music, that elixir of life, that all-in- The play promised for next week
The spirit of the Manchu court in
all of the jitterbugs and ickeys, will he "Beyond the Horizon," its
the Weekly for the money it had spent and had not been able to
Its last burst of brilliant color under
whether they he of the classical or going to be good, so look out for it.
the empress Yehonola is given to us
collect. The Weekly had paid for its own bills with money it did
the "truck on down" persuasion. Let's
not have in its possession.
turn to the flowing melody for our —The long delayed and eagerly an by the French minister Plenipoten
pick-me-up. If you're one of these ticipated meeting between War Ad tiary who came to Pekin shortly after
But the Weekly staff was told nothing about these uncollected
types
who studies with the radio miral and Seabiscuit, is the running her death. She is indeed a remark
Improvizations
of the $50,000 added Mass. Handicap, able figure, the concubine who was so
on, you'll get our point of view.
debts until after Easter vacation.
at Suffolk Downs, June 29. This beautiful and wise that she was able
There's nothing quite so soothing promises, to be one of the few great to hold together the decadent nobility
S h o r t s
Why hadn't the Business Manager and Editor suspected it?
these langorous afternoons as sweet races of the year, with the two until her death. Perhaps the most
(that's probably what you are asking yourself mentally.)
ly gliding strains of Strauss or mys
Flash! Your Attention Please.
Maribelle Rodier, Betty Davis Bet- tical melodies of the refreshing, champions in the race, not to include delightful portions of the books are
Again the Weekly and 'his column
ty Barry, Mon'te Ray, Dick Bentley, Norse manner of Grieg. The Vien Stagehand, Lawrin and other great Mr. Vare's excursions into the lives
If those who were connected with the paper last year will look
have scooped the West in
money makers. Tt is to be broadcast of the little known people who made
present- and Ernie Atkinson spent the weeknese waltzer of the former, especially over National (KPO) so look for it, ffie Occidental victory possible in the
back to about the first of May in 1937. they'll recall that Editor
And so the old school year of 1937- ing to you, our readers, a brilliant,
end at the Davis cabin at Tahoe.
"Tales of Vienna Woods," Overture
Boxer rebellion.
Robert Nelson was frantically scouting around town trying to 138 is practically history. A great scientific fact that may change your
—The return of Irene Rich,
to "Der Fladermaus" and of course,
I year it has been; for some, the begin lives! You didn't know, did. you,
make collections of bills owed to the Weekly he was publishing. mng of college days and for others that you are going to look prettier
radio's
lovely
dramatic
actress,
to
the
'J" !l\e Psychology class we suggest
the never-cloying "Blue Danube"—
The Grimshaw-Stephens romance everybody's favorite, and the spright silver screen. She has just been sign
he Well of Loneliness by RadMr. Blaufuss was doing the same thing.
it marks the close of our college fiye years from now! It's a fact!
career. Gone but not forgotten are Five years from now young women [is off. Phyllis has decided on "Art ly dances and somewhat brooding ed to play the mother of Deanna cliffc Hall, to be found in our own liThe boys made some pretty fair collections and evidently had I the parties, dates, incidents, etc., some and young men will look prettier and for Art's Sake."
love songs of the Norwegian master Durbin's forthcoming picture "That brary. A sincere and tragic story
It will mark the ot the borderline of sex, it is largely
form
the rhapsodic "X" that com Certain Age."
of
which
we
remind
you
to
recall
handsomer
than
ever.
Research
in
everything straightened out. Publication was resumed by Editor j
return
to
the
screen
after nine years autobiographical and presents the
pletes
the
equation
these
days
.
Starting back in the fall semester London and Massachusetts has ended
Nelson.
Johnny Bryant takes this year's One never tires of these two com absence so look out for it.
problem of perversion sympathetical
I you probably remember the U. S. C. with the discovery animals car. bi
f°r* ^ m°St persistent
The music of some of the fav ly and realistically. It is written in
posers—at least not while one is
immunized
from
boils,
pimples,
acne,
|p)mnts
et
p
ce
ded
an
<
eceeded
The Weekly was reported above board. But it wasn't.
T p ?c f D . ! I"
j .. . it I ] jF at date-getting. Although h'e young and has any sort of dream, orite orchestras this summer coming almost a poetic, style, combining
by the -S. P. (Sober Pacific) excur- cinticific
sinusitis, and certain shaving troubles
la{
will-power. She had won't power. and it has been rumored that we're from your summer vacation lands
strength of expression and depth of
0
Ct
b
by
the
use
of
a
new
vaccine.
But
f
und
Home
The debts which existed this semester, and which this semester's fi, "' ? ° T "
«>ming
emotion.
never
too
old
to
dream.
Dick
Jurgens
at
Santa
Cruz
don't get the idea this boon is avail
* *
Weekly has been forced to pay off, existed last spring when Nelson hay "and" holy * smoke™ from over able now. It's only in the expert-i A] ,
Have you heard Grieg swung? J o s e p h S u d y , R i o D e l M a r . . . I f
To climax our year's work we
had tbe 9ues
was permitted to continue publication.
Archania way. November and De- mental stages, but it should be avail- ,• ,
That s a treat of a somewhat more you're interested, the name of that recommend to our dear friend the
a
e
nvi
c
'ge of entertaining sev- exciting nature. Jack Meakin, the theme song is "Reminiscing"
,,
,
| cember were too full of vacation? able when scientists have assembled I °'J ' P
It was unfortunate that the business office had to permit pub- to remember and January brought enough data five years from now. I'm 17':.° r 6 rn,ore famous campus cars San Francisco maestro, has a dance- Freddy Nagel, is still broadcasting long-suffering Peaches, that master
piece of current thought, How To
and so we'11 skip that. Febru telling you this now so you'll be fore on its front lawn Monday p. m.
hcation to continue without telling the business force that debts fina,s
able dandy built on Grieg's Norweg from Del Monte . . .A dashing fresh Lose Friends anl Alienate People"
still existed. It was too bad that the same busines manager who Klfry' °ur. fay°ritf nu™ber of days, warned, of what is to come. Yeast
ian Dance, No. 2, while the other man named Art Anderson is said to be used in large doses on a cer
and cosmetic advertisers will have to
to have sung with Freddy. Sorry tain Hya-Cinth.
day these ears caught a Los Angel
had apparently cleared up the financial difficulty last spring was tinT Day with many girts saying- think up new lines to sell their pro
nonH
rv!...'
1 •
it i
.
.
—
°
Don't forget the art exhibit opens band
giving his "Anitra's Dance"'" I£rtjT you're wr°ng, we wrote to
permitted to start work this fall with the impression that the I 'Take bacdc Your heart, I ordered ducts. Youthful skins, readers, five today. Its worth wandering over thorough ride. Not half bad that Freddy
Weekly was working with a clean ledger, entirely out of the red l!ver-" Moving right along into years from now may be as common to the science building to see.
77
TIPS OFF THE CUFF
TfV f
, , ,, , ,I*
March with the third annual Mardi as beer jackets. It's just the little
* *
too bad that this years Weekly has had to take over the Gras bigger and better than ever thing from the pages 6f the Syra
All Sophs will swing in- style to
responsibility for the inefficiency of managership in the past few Also in March, the sun came out cuse U. Orange.
night at the Country Club. Nice
The
recent
epidemics
must
have
years. . That's putting it strongly. But it's putting it straight.
work, kids.
Kansas Citv T
A
r° Ho"ywood ' ' ' he wil1 broadcast
J and the Chamber of Commerce suf
y, Tu?sday from Kansas City, 12:30 KPO
affected such far away places as the
was
prettv
font
71
,
BY
We admit were to blame for perhaps one hundred dollars in I fered a relapse. April found the sun. The Californian reports sunhad a nil "bLrclhouS- T p,a',Ist Stella, Dallas- will go on the air'
I
same
fools
trying
to
get
along.
Easter
barrelhouse style that as a daily serial starting Monday at
spots are breaking out like measles
debt over our regular appropriation, but what we'd like to know
The Junior-Senior dinner dance
I and the Bunny Rabbit saying "as I on a two-year-old. Astronomers beis—why was the Weekly permitted to continue publication last |
ecstat.cs over ffie TedV Wd Eddv ' ' it^ C" FieldS ^ NeIson
live and breed." May was a great heve the sun is reaching an eleven llo^llest^ocbraffaffs ^the^ ^
etUni to
performance
on the harpsichord
harJichord I the
t Chase
rZt 7c.T7,7
year when this same debt of $427 existed ?
& Sanborn Hour over
year, two
I month, full of formals and "nuf sed. year cycle of activity. Sunspots are I
programs ago.
Heres hoping KPO Sunday from 4:00 'till
like storms in the flaming atmosphere I
* * * *
Introducing Miss Frances Helen
5 00
And why wasn't this year's Weekly told about that debt before AncI before we knew it the month of
K"- ^-m0re.O f - A t- Perhaps IP. m. : M rton Downe
of the sun. and they have several I' OUT OF THE past, d
, r
"s old instrument wi/l come'hack I of
'
.°
y heads list Aberle otherwise known as Abbic,
AST: Breakfast
Easter vacation?
June sneaked in on us and were we direct effects on the earth. Poor
Vr.r.r radio
..a;JI given k,.
oV
by the S C rx
A
o
tor that is the name that was at
r~ — rv
—•
i - *
- in the garreception is one effect. The reason I den of the Gulick home a™
, . .
10:00
to
11:00
a.
tached
to her upon her first few days
It should have tan
n.cessary last year ,o check over accounts.
sto°ges we chuckle |m KPO
is-unknown except that sunspots have |the berries.
certainly over) ' Tht
at 1 acific, years ago. Abbie was born
As has been pointed
the Weekly account is a running account, ed or
Lm ,h.
L1X a magnetic effect on the "reversing1
in Lodi (and she's proud of it) <flt
yegg on Jack BenTy^shlw^ IB k^T
and I Bakers broadcast Sunday
3:30 p
Nick the Grik r.n w-uu
'
pt from ) car to year on the same bookkeeping sheets. It would magazine "Sex Life of Youth" for layer of the earth's atmosphere.
Dec. 11, 1916. (Was told not to add
n
F
l
b
b
ll.Ji. . •
er McGee 'slKGO
that)
Her hobby is gardening, yes,
Bigger dams are built with the tax- I Mrs. Flack entertained the Eosi laugh-waxing program . . , Tick-s IKGO . . . Bill Finley, Pacific's )
have been necessary to consult them last year, when Nelson was lhe months of January, February, and
campus croonef is signed for an audi
n se"iors with a surprise partv last
he really likes Buds. Has been to
ling our funny tibia
forced to make good on collection of his advertising credits.
| March. (Editor's note: Why should payers money, ships sink, kingdoms J°
this caustic |tion with National Broadcasting com Aena, as far south as L. A.—four
fall, and wars are fought, but the Tbur,sday night Games were nlavcff critique culled from isReader's
Di
pany this summer . . . that boy really times—with the football team—that'
But nothing was said, and this year's student body is the loser. the Sex Life of Youth be missing people still like a few laughs. That and Marge Nichols won the boobrv
Written.by.a Broadway commen,i
for these months?)
can sing ... we know he'll get ffie is, to see the game. As for what
was the conclusion I reached when |Pr*zc<
It should leave a moral. DON'T TAKE ANYTHING FOR
h3S bee" ,0okin^fo'rI read in the Fresno State Collegian
she^wants to do when she leaves this
Mi 11 e's° "B11ccane'er," sSm^Fre^ I^
that their sixth annual Old Hack
GRANTEJ)—ESPECIALLY IN FINANCES
institute, well, she's in a quandary,
areh:
® 7
"A run of De Mille HAVE YOU HEARD:
Glen Harter, Earl Hedemark, and production. March comes in like
Race was soon to be recorded by Fox
but she's like to travel or take charge
T, , D
A1
^ It should leave a lesson—DON'T LET STUDENT BODY
Movietone News. Here's an oppor Bert Atwood should start a club
a Bon and goes out like a ham ")
j ?! ®en Alexander, screen star of the state farm. (She's just nutty
tunity for someone from here to win
FINANCES GO FOR OVER A MONTH'S TIME WITHOUT
-'• and M. C. of Signal Carnival is a enuf to do it ,too). When asked if
a little money by entering some of
icat^ f FINAL TOUCH: Ded- studentat Stanford and leaves after there was anything special about her,
A THOROUGH CHECKING OVER BY THE TREASURER
Harlow
Scribner
has
those old wrecks one finds around
this year'
° any student by any prof. cacb broadcast for a week in classes Abbie replied, "I haven't anything-^
OR SOME RESPONSIBLE PERSON.
here. No reflection, gentlemen. I record for Winchelling.
Your little hands,
returning to Hollywood each Friday. only 127 lofty pounds. Wow!!"
Margaret Ritter, College of the was just thinking out loud.
Your little feet,
It is said that even the students
Abbie spends her nights these days
Your little mouth
Pacific graduate in the class of 1936
at Stanford do not know he is attend (humm) at Malibu along with Bud,
Oh,
God,
how
sweet!
received an appointment as
ing ; more than likely they don't give Fanny and Bob . . . loves dances-^
member of the chorus of the San
I a darn.
Your little nose,
likes to sew .
• haunts Mu Zet>
Francisco Opera Company. Gifted
Your little ears,
That
Jack
Haley
and
Ted
Fiosinging "Casey Jones" . . . thinks Kay
IS a song that is coming to mean more to the undergrad Bengal with a fine mezzo-soprano voice and
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAV
Your eyes that shed
rito are signed to take over the Con Kyser's program is tops ... Glen
DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR
Such little tears!
,every
1 . 1day. smce
. . . energetic Phil Starr of the
— piano-plunking
j z i u n i v n i v Starrs
o i Q l I 3 a natural ability as a pianist which
tinental Baking company's program Gray has best band . . . fav. tunes are
BY
THE
PACIFIC
STUDENT
took the .mt.at.ve and began playing the mellow old school hymn made her a pianistic star while she Last Monday approximately fifty
ASSOCIATION
Your little voice,
on C. B. S. Of course it isn't for "Sissy" and "Don't Be That Way."
on the Coburn Ch.mes at the Conservatory nightly at 10. Re was on the local campus, Miss Ritter S' °<LP\ st"dents v'shed the Colum" .
So soft and kind;
three months yet but its better to be
can think of only "fun-things"
ceding permission from Prof. Bacon to use the organ every even won her position with the opera com bia Steel Plant at Pittsburg, Calif. FOR RATES ON ADVERTISTWr
Your little soul
KUi,II'G
early with the news than late.
to do . . . has originated a language
The
would-be
scient
st«
wdith
vr>
r™
„!r.
scientists
made
minute
Your little mind!
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
ing, Starr has faithfully picked out the melody of Pacific's most pany after a year of post-graduate
Have you heard that this column is of her own such as "it is bitter chill"
study with Easton Kent in San Fran examinations of the manufacturing
of
wire
nails,
-'
•
WE TOLD YOU SO DEPT
r„an.'.nug.fULSOJf: "ight a"er "$>"• with ™
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Arp, ™ce ,or """"wat w«<i
t
t
r
i
|
next eight words will bring around huzza!"
tTme"1 Th"""1
°yT" he
l«ting others hear the', While a student at Pacific she iron, and thoroughy inspected every j rate of^ postage provided for in Sec
iary,
theme. The peppy, school-spirited sophomore is getting here the studied
the close of this right NOW
department
| tion 1I03 October 3, 1917, "authorized tune of
Mu Zeta, en masse, quiets down t°
voice with Nella Rogers and
plaudits he deserves for
The party left the local campus |
October 24, 1924.
»7p°'diSe
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service
well
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to Abbie's telephone conversa
of a new taiv
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" one, for the establishing P'
with John Gilchrist Elliott ao- at 6:30 p. m. arrived
Pittsburg.
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priceless.
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Commencement con
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essential
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ritual
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one, or anything. Everyone goes to
Stockton, California, under the Art
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such a sympathetic nature Great
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«- Remember
~
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S" t v '4 3
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DAFFY DILL

Soph Swing" Shag Scheduled
TONIGHT
P awing will be the novel
theme of the annual Sophomore class
dance at the Country Club tonight.
1 hrough the efforts of an energetic
committee appointed by Art Irish,
class prexy, the danced promises to
make history as an "outstanding soc
ial event.
From nine to one, the Sophomores
will dance to the music of Gene
Rotsch and his Super Swing orches
tra. All Sophomores are invited to
attend, but at least one member of
the couple must belong to that class.
Bids in keeping with the sport
theme will be passed out at the door.
Jane- Jordan is social chairman of
the evening, and she has appointed

New Officers Mu Zeta Rho Cupid Scores
Elected By
Cord Dance Big Coup
Houses
Tonight
At Epsilon

four committees to assist in details.
Art Irish and Rita Folsom have
charge of the selection of the orches
tra; programs are being selected by
Ruberta Demmon anTMaryly Lyons;
Bob Kientz and Caroline Rector are
arranging for the decorations; and
Jerry Cincinato is publicizing the
event.

PRESIDENT
MISS DORIS
Bishopberger
was installed
president of the
Zetagathean Club
the membership
of which is com
posed of nonsorority Pacific
Associated
Women Students,
at a formal din
ner at the Little
Gypsy Tearoom
in Stockton

The Allen Waldos, the Chris
Kjeldsens, and the Louis Windmillers will be patrons and patron
esses for the evening.
"Soph Swing" will be the last even)
of the Sophomores prior to gradu
ation on June 10, and will be a fitting
climax to a year of activities.

FOR MEN ONLY
Dirndl dresses galore! They have
swept the country and are the most
potilar style for any occasion—dress,
sport, street, campus and even for
mats feature the tight waistline and
a tremendously large, full skirt. Janey
Wolf has a formal along those lines.
It's made of a waffle organdie with
draped tiny sleeves, a shirred waist
line from which flows
her huge
skirt.
Bessie Fraser is known for her
excellent taste in clothes. She has
been seen in two charming ensembles.
One, a yellow jumper dress with a
gathered skirt under which she wears
white organdie blouse with immense
sleeves. The other is a pink pleated
shirt topped by a luscious lavender
angora sweater.
For a rather cool day Janice Mor
rill dons a tan skirt and a Roman
striped knit sweater. (Janice says
it comes from Scotland.) The sweat
er-jacket is sleeveless, and looks as
though it is two separate lengths
which cross in front and back.
Dotted Swiss is excellent for these
hot days. This material is cool in
appearance and gives the effect of
always being fresh and smart, making
it most desirable for wear. Sheer
suits are still in the running, net
for afternoon dresses are lovely, also
chiffon. It's strange to note that
these materials are navy and dark
shades—perhaps it's because they
look neater than the lighter ones.
Luggage tan is fairly good; how
ever, we are all much too tired of
it to use it any more for anything.
Roman stripes are excellent for all
wear including beach apparel. The
terry cloth capes that are lined with
gay colored stripes are most tempt
ing.
Lola Lane wears an adorable pair
or striped pajamas in the latest
"Torchy Blane" opus. Ginger Rog-

Main Street at Hunter

GIFTS

ers wears some extremely smart
clothes in "Vivacious Lady." They
are an excellent forecast for the
exciting clothes to be worii next
fall, or for traveling this summer.
The suits feature stripes—from one
to two and a half inches wide.

Formal Weekends Mu Zeta Gives
Held By Seven
Track Team
Organizations
Dinner

One of the most delightful formals
seen this season is a black pleated
net trimmed with lace worn by Fan
ny Hallmark. The skirt has three
rows of the pleated ruffles, each
ending in lace. The bodice fits snuggly and is topped by an off-theDuring the past month and a half,
shoulder pleated ruffle. The only
color being a pale pink and white the various fraternities and sorori
old-fashioned bouquet on the front ties on the campus have held formal
weekends at scenic resorts in Cali
of the bodice.
fornia. Mu Zeta Rho was first when
Among the faculty Miss McCarin members and guests of, that house
can always be depended upon to wear motored to Del Monte.
Members and friends of Alpha
the ultra smart sports attire. Her
clothes are perfect in taste, made Theta Tau enjoyed the hospitality
along simple straight lines. Her so- of Rio Del Mar, and they were fol
called students would do well to lowed by Epsilon Lambda Sigma
sorority at the same place.
watch and learn from her.
Rho Lambda Phi chose Brookdale
Judging from the number of cou Lodge deep in the Santa Cruz moun
ples who have lingered together for tains for their weekend. Omega Phi
so long helpful hints to wise wo Alpha and Alpha f^appa Phi selected
men are no longer needed—and so the same date, but Omega Phi went
ends a glorious semester—thanks north to Sonoma Mission Inn while
everyone for your kind indulgence- Archania motored south to Del
see you again—someday!
Monte on the Monterey Bay.

Following an annual custom, Mu
Zeta Rho entertained members-of the
Pacific track team at dinner last Fri
day evening. Food and appointments
were in the Italian theme.
Guests of honor for the occasion
were Dean Jim Corson, Coach Earl
Jackson, Dale Parlier, Max Gobel,
and Miss Ovena Larson, house
mother. All lettermen and awardmen v. ere present.
At the close of the dinner, Vincent
Peck was elected honorary captain
by the track men present.
Phyllis Liebman, who was general
chairman of i e affair, was ably as
sisted- by- Frances Aberle, Janice
Morrill, atid Arlyne Harder.

An Invitation

.Heralding the close of school, new
officers have recently been elected in
sorority and fraternity circles to
take office in Septemebr.
Omega Phi Alpha has selected
Dick Patriquin to head that group
for the coming year, and assisting
him are Ed Koehler as vice-presi
dent ; Dick Morrall, secretary; Art
Irish, treasurer; Jerry Cincinnato,
reporter; Jess Gidley, recorder; Elton
Cencirulo, chaplain; and Les Knoles,
guard.
Selecting new officers at Mu Zeta
Rho was the principle business of
the meeting May 26. Betty Booth
was named to succeed Geneveive
Moran in the presidency. Assisting
her are Hertha Rausch, vice-presi
dent ; Junan Bronzich, recording sec
retary ; Frances Richardson, corres
ponding secretary ; Pat Carson, treas
urer ; Doris Marsh, house manager;
Betty Dixon, reporter; Frances Hall
mark, historian; Phyllis Liebman,
chaplain; Ruth Lombardi, first
di
rectress; Jean Westrum, second di
rectress; Beverly Miller, chorister;
members of the governing council,
Frances Richardson, Jean Westrum,
and Arlyne Harder.
Alice Tilton is the recently elected
president of Epsilon Lambda Sigma,
and her cprps of officers consists of
Jean Miller, vice-president; Loralou
Childs, recording secretary; Lorraine
Robinson, corresponding secretary;
Norma Bentl'ey, social secretary;
Marguerite Etzel, treasurer; Betty
Rae Stone, historian; Margaret Trabert, chaplain; Jean Morgan, sergeant-at-arms; Jean Morrall, house
manager's assistant; and Virginia
Sack, house manager.
Newly elected officers of Archania
are headed by Dick Bentley, presi
dent ; Dick Eaton, vice-president;
Ralph Trembley, recording secretary;
Bob Bovey, treasurer; Joe Seigfried,
sergeant-at-arms; Bill Scantlebury,
corresponding secretary; Bob Harri
son, historian; George Tomasini,
house manager.
Glenn Park Wilson will lead Rhizomia for the coming year. Assisting
him will be Bob Kientz, vice-presi
dent; Bob Adamina, sergeant-atarms ; Dick Loomis, recording sec
retary; and Tom Coffey, corres
ponding secretary.
Alpha Theta Tau has not yet elect
ed its officers for next semester.
Helen Hall will head Tau Kappa
house for the coming year. Serving
with her are Barbara Gammon, vicepresident; Patty Mason, social sec
retary; Lois Mae Ventre, correspond
ing secretary; Alice Hall, treasurer;
Jeanne Woodruff, historian; and Rae
Hungerford, housemanager.

To Have Fun!

Closing an active social season
members of Mu Zeta Rho sororitj
will entertain this evening at theii
traditional gingham and cord dance
From nine until twelve, member;
and guests will dance in a ginghan
and cord atmosphere in keeping witl
the theme. Black block printed pro
grams are cleverly designed from rec
and white checked gingham.
Dr. and Mrs. Gordon Patton, Miss
Josephine Smith, and Mr. Henry
Schiffman will be patrons and patron
esses for the evening.
Hertha Rausch, who is general
chairman, will be assisted by the fol
lowing committees:
Program, Pat Carson, chairman;
Jane Wolf, Arlyne Harder, and MeriWolf. Music, Junan Bronzich, Dec
orations, Faye Lovegren, chairman,
Lavonne Richardson, Ruth Helwig,
Cecil Cave, and Mary Ranney. Re
freshments, Jean Westrum, chair
man; and Arlyne Harder.

Rhizomia Holds
Annual Spring
Informal
Recently renovated rooms of Rhi
zomia were the scene last Friday
evening for the annual Spring in
formal of the fraternity. Green
ery and brightly colored flowers were
used decoratively.
Popular patrons and patronesses,
the Gordon Pattons and the Russel
Bodleys were among the invited
guests.
Lou Grossmith headed the com
mittee in charge of arrangements
for the evening, and Gene Rotsch and
his orchestra played for this last
social affair of the season.
Cookies and cider were served
throughout the evening for. the
further enjoyment of the guests.
Among those invited were Toni
Rifberg, tylarabelle
Rodier, Jean
Strong, Margaret Trabert, Arlyne
Harder, Nicholina Ficovich, Jean
Voorhies, Jane Turner, Helen Ing'raham, Jean Lamb, Lola Madill, Vada
Ward, Josephine Van Fleet, and
Frances Hull.

Epsilon house has been the head
quarters for Dan Cupid recently
with the result that three engage
ments have been almost simultane
ously announced.
Codiga-Squires
Announcement of the engagement
of Miss Barbara Lee Squires to Mr.
A1 Codiga was made at an unusual
breakfast dance at the house on
April 30. The disclosure was made
in scrolls concealed in little French
bouquets which were presented to
each couple attending.
Miss Squires is a senior student
and will graduate this June. She
has been very prominent in sorority
activities. Mr. Codiga is a member
of Omega Phi Alpha, a senior at
Pacific, and he served as president of
Omega Phi last year.
Baer-Bay
The bethrothal of Miss Mary Bay
to Mr. Roger Baer was revealed at
an informal dance at Epsilon house
on May 14. Climaxing a campus ro
mance, the wedding will be an event
of the near future. A clever idea
in announcing the engagement was
included in the card—"Baer factsbetrothed Mary and Roger".
Cencirulo-Nichols
Also announced an May 14, was
the engagement of Miss Marge
Nichols to Mr; Roy Cencirulo. The
announcement was made at the for
mal dinner on Epsilon's annual week
end at Rio Del Mar. Miss Nichols
is president of Epsilon sorority and
very prominent in campus activities.
Mr. Cencirulo is a member of Omega
Phi Alpha, and is active in student
government.

Theta Alpha Tau
Elects Officers
Theta Alpha Tau, honorary dra
matic society, installed Marion Akers
as president for the coming year at
a meeting held May 30, at Miss Patty
Pierce's home.
Evelyn Barnett was installed as
vice-president; Bobbin Gay Peck as
secretary; and Latta Ross, treas
urer. Art Farey is the retiring presi
dent.

GREYHOUND ANNOUNCES
(Effective May 28, 1938)

COSMETICS
Elizabeth Arden's
Tussey
Ogilvie Sisters
Nail-O-Wax

And whether YOUR idea of fun is
a rip-roaring rowdy water frolic or
a quiet siesta on a sandy beach you
will find in our sports department the
suit to fit your needs!

Leave Stockton
M.
4:45 P. M.
Other Schedules to SAN JOSE

THE HOLDliN
DRUG CO.
Sutter and Weber

Every conceivable type of suit—in all wool—
wool and lastex—satin and lastex—Mat-letek
shirred fabric—Jersey lined cotton—exhilarating
1938 colors—dazzling prints—figure flattering
styles by Jantzen, Gantner, and Males of Holly
wood.

DRINK

A

1:00 P.M.,

6:35 P.M.

Depot:
Sutter and Washington Streets

Ph. I

SILVER

LEAF GIANT MILK
SHAKE EVERY DAY
F O R H E A L T H

The Store thats Bubbling Over
with Graduation
Gifts for Her!
• LINGERE
HOSIERY
JEWELRY

• BAGS
HANKIES
COMPACTS

SMlT]4 & LANc
~£Lhx3LnjL-

The Diamond Match Co.
LUMBER AND IT'S PRODUCTS

Show her what her

to you during these
sacred four years of
College.

We have

S I L V E R L E A F
ICE CREAM CO.

5050

Ph. 784

HEY, FELLOWS!
friendship has meant

10c

Certain-teed Roofing
Pabco Paint

many suggestions in
our gift dept.

MEN!
new

will l e a d t h e f a s h i o n
parade on Graduation
D a y — a n d all t h i s
'Summer!

848 W. Fremont St,
Stockton, California

Sy•;:$-0]

All-white Buck, with wing tips, or plain toes.
Punched or ventilated styles in all-white calf or
white calf with brown.'calf, or gray calf trimmed.
Also in all-gray calf, and white buck, with heavy
crepe soles—tan calf trimmed.

All
Reduced
C. B. CLAWSON
Manager

22 S. Calif. St.

^ €\°Io

Th's
Week!

DUNNE
330 E. Main Street
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Let them speak your congratulations
to her.

Order one of Our Beautiful

Arrangements, an Arm Boquet or
Corsage."
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DANNY GASSBERG, Sports Editor

Cannonaders
Have Good
Season
Dark Horses Credited

Stags Tours East; Promising Squad
Returns Sept. 10th For Heavy Sked

39ers Reviewed

By PETE WHITAKER

Phil
Martinovich,
195-pound
Placerville Powerhouse, copped
the C. O. P. heavyweight croiyn
by knocking out Floyd Swagerty,
210-pound Sophomore from Fres
no, in the main event of Tigertown's annual interclass boxing
tournament, held in the local gym,
Friday, May 20.

Individual honors in the tourna
ment go to Lloyd Hoffman,
through his superior participation j,
the meet, was awarded the Fri^
berger trophy for being the nioS|
outstanding athlete in the intra
mural meet.
Out of the twelve events in the
tournament the Seniors walked 0(j
[with five first
places. Sophomorcs
tallied four wins, '39ers places firS|
twice, while the Frosh managed t0
get one win; the singles of the tennis
meet.
Chris Kjeldsen, who was in charK(.
of the inter-class scramble, expressed
his appreciation to all those who en.
.tcred (he competition this year, and
wished to thank thpm for helping to
make this year's tournament „n6 $
the most successful that has been
held in the past few years.

"Iron Mike" dropped the first two
rounds by clowning a-la-Maxie Baer
style, but let loose an avalanche of
punches in the third which left his
lanky opponent practically snowed
under. Two left hooks to the "stumniick" finished the job.

SUMMARY:
, 125 Feather—Phil Starr d. M. Unipeg.
135 Light—Geo. Brayle t. k. o. E.
Meyers.
145 Welter—T. Gardner d. Don
Baether.
155 J. Middle—J. Kries d. Jim
Strathdee,
165 Middle—J. Oleata d. Tom Cof
fey.
'75—L. Heavy— B. Wilkinson t. k.
o. J. McGowan.
Heavyweight—Phil Martinovich t.
k. o. F. Swagerty.

Old Powerhouse To
Be Library
Alumni Luncheon
Feature of the annual alumni day,
June 11, will be commencement lunch
eon for Pacific graduates and former
students. Association president Earle
< randall '27 expects this year's getto-gether to be the largest in recent
years. The class of '28 will celebrate
its tenth anniversary.
A special program has been plan
ned commemorating the sixtieth an
niversary of the Conservatory of
Music. Secretary Robert Burns '31
will give a report of the "Five Year
Prog/am of Advance."
Luncheon will be served in Ander
son Hall promptly at 12 noon.

Plans for the conversion of the
old power house, between the Infirm
ary and Anderson Social Hall, into a
new library building have been com
pleted. according to announcement by
Mr. O. H. Ritter, comptroller of the
College of the Pacific.
Although specifications have been
drawn up, the contract for construc
tion has not yet been awarded to any
contractor. It is hoped that work
can be started immediately following
the close pf this semester.
The
building should be ready for occu
pancy by September 1st.

By ALEX DONSKER
A high and mighty group c
seniors showed their superiority j
the field of athletics by leaving ^
rest of the classes in a cloud c
dust, as they grabbed first plac
in the 1937-38 inter-class touma
ment with a total of 2430 marker,
he sophs followed close behin]
with 2350 counters, the junior
held down the third spot, while th,
frosh lagged behind in fourth p0sj
tion.
HOFFMAN WINS HONOR
l»vli
other
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U. S. Tires
Accessories
Batteries
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Carter Super Retreads
Lubrication
Gas and Oil
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Ralph Carter

By DANNY GASSBERG

Tire & Service Co.

v~oe Returns
A recent graduate of Oregon State
College was Bob Coe, former Paci
fic student who played halfback on
the 1936 bar Western Conference
championship Bengal team. He re
ceived the Bachelor of Science degree
with a major in botany.
Coc intends to come back to Pacific
next fall for a general secondary cre
dential, to assist Coach Stagg with
the hackfield coaching.

Attention, all students who failed
to hand in the blanks given out in
assembly concerning your intentions
to return to college next semester:
If you have failed to do this, hand
them in as soon as possible to Dean
( orson's office or notify someone in
bis office. This is very necessary in'
order to aid the office staff in arrang
ing counseling groups for next se
mester.

Telephone I 100
Miner Ave. at Sutter St,
Stockton, California
WOMEN WANTED!
Pacific Co-operative
BOARD
and
ROOM
FOR LESS
See!

Mary Lomprey
Orvell Fletcher

VACATION TOGS

FOR MEN!
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